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Sothink Flash Converter can perfectly convert Macromedia Flash into video of most popular
formats. This Flash to video converter enables you to convert Flash to video which includes
audio, action scripts or movie clips.

SWF to Video Converter can always maintain excellent quality of original video and audio,
help you produce various videos and Flash movies with advanced effect, and then you can
enjoy fancy Flash animations on portable devices with ease.

Formats of output file: Flash SWF to AVI, MPEG, iPod video, 3GP video, PSP video, and
Image Series including BMP, PNG, GIF, animated GIF, and JPEG format.

Main Features

Import & Export

Convert Flash to video in AVI/MPEG/MPG format.

Convert Flash to MP4 video for iPod/PSP devices.

Convert Flash to mobile video in 3GP format (3GPP/3GPP2).

Convert Flash to animated GIF.

Convert Flash to image series, including BMP/PNG/GIF/JPEG format.

Import audio as background music from an external wav/mp3 file, and record audio in
mp3 format.

Support Flash movies in Macromedia Flash V6, V7 (MX), V8 (MX 2004) and V9 (CS3)
format.

 Advanced Flash editing functions

Crop Flash movies freely before you convert Flash to video files

Add watermark, logo, copyright image onto the created video

Support adjusting the position and transparency of watermark

Adjust volume easily with a slider
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Powerful Flash conversion process

Support adopting different Flash to video encoder (XviD, DivX, MS-MPEG V1/V2/V3)

Support Flash movies including Action Scripts, movie clips, and sound

The Flash file with human interaction can be captured interactively or frame by frame
before Flash conversion

You can take a snapshot during conversion quickly

Support converting any part of Flash to video as you like

Able to customize the size for output video files

Excellent Quality

No skipped or lost frame
Exactly synchronized audio and video
Get excellent quality of the created video and audio
Converted animation played more smoothly

 Supported Formats

Convert Flash to AVI Video (SWF to AVI)

Convert Flash to MPEG Video (SWF to MPEG)

Convert Flash to MPG Video (SWF to MPG)

Convert Flash to iPod Video MP4 (SWF to iPod MP4)

Convert Flash to 3G Mobile Video (SWF to 3GP/3GPP/3GPP2)

Convert Flash to PSP Video MP4 (SWF to PSP MP4)

Convert Flash to GIF animation (SWF to animated GIF)

Convert Flash to image series (SWF to BMP/PNG/GIF/JPEG)

System Requirements

Windows Vista/XP
Windows Server 2003
Windows Server 2007/2008
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